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Introduction

ne of the
mandates

of

the

Central Bank of
Nigeria (CBN) as provided
in the CBN Act of 1991 (as
amended) is the issuance of
legal tender currency. This
very important function
facilitates the exchange of

combination is maintained

to elicit the buy-in

This is therefore why
whenever there is a

support of the media and in

deviation, whether as a
result of inflation, growth
in the economy or evolve.
ment of new payment
instruments, a restruc-

acceptability of the
currency in economic
transactions in Nigeria. The

turing takes place.

Section 2 outlines the major

that way enhance

and

the

rest of the paper

is

organized as follows:
elements

of currency

Currency management

restructuring, while section

involves the entire cycle of
currency issue from the

3

planning, dcsign, prodr.rction and procr,lremcnt,

the role of the media is

discusses the critical

success factors. In section 4

enunciatcd n'hile section 5
contains the summary and

goods and services.

stocking, distribution,

Currency, which consists of

processing to the disposal
and replacement of unfit
and mutilated notes. The
major attributes of any
instrument tha t will

some concluding remarks.

perform the function o: a
medium of exchange or
currency are acceptability,
portability, durability and
divisibility.

The major aim of currenry
restructuring in Nigeria is
to address the following

notes and coins, is indeed
one of the earliest means of
exchange. There is an ideal
structure or combination of
notes and coin in the
payments system in terms
of being efficient, balanced,

cost-effective and in
meeting the needs of the
economy. The Monetary
Authority, therefo re,

ensures that such
Currency Offences Act.

The objective of the paper is

to explain the rationale for
curency restrucfuring so as

2.0 Elements of Currency
Restructuring

issues:

Denominational structure of the Naira

Limited use of coins
for transactions
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Dirty Notes

1n

2

1 Why restructure

circulation

currency?

a large volume of currency

notes in circulation relative

to coins. Such
High cost of currency
management

We shall discuss the above
issues in turn.

There is an ideal composition of the total currency
stock of a country in terms
of the units of the different
currency categories. For
instance, in Nigeria there is

did not synchronize with
international best practice.
This has necessitated the
review of the currency
structure.

CURRENCY NOTES IN CIRCULATION FROM 1995 TO

*5

imbalance

2OO5

*5

(BILLION PIECES)

ll5

Total

Year

|r5

{5

N5

ll5

1996

0.29

0.37

2.31

1.48

4.45

1997

0.30

0.45

3.10

1.52

5.37

1998

o.26

0.45

3.57

1.89

6.'17

1999

0.3'l

0.40

4.01

2.36

0.04

2000

0.48

0.5'l

4.10

2.34

0.7

4

0.13

2001

0.44

0.42

2.63

1.53

0.72

0.42

o.22

6.38

2002

0.45

0.40

1.99

0.95

0.69

0.56

0.37

5.41

2003

0.53

0.66

1.30

0.46

0.63

0.64

0.51

4.73

2004

0.54

0.34

1.01

0.17

0.56

o.77

0.60

3.99

200s

0.s1

0.59

0.61

0.31

o.M

0.78

o.7 4

N5

7.12

Source: Currency and Branch Operations Dept. CBN

@

8.30

0-035

4.03
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CURRENCY COINS IN CIRCULATION, 1996-2005
(MILLION PIECES)

YEAR

IK

'!

oK

25K

5()K

ll1

TOTAL

'1996

42.4

128.9

182.5

403.6

386.7

1,144.10

1997

42.1

't

26.5

176.8

410.7

395.5

1 ,'r

1998

42.3

'126.2

175.2

417.0

406.0

1,166.70

't999

41.1

125.9

174.8

423.2

419.s

1,184.50

2000

40.9

125.5

173.5

427.9

428.8

1,196.60

2001

41.O

125.9

173.5

433.5

436.5

1,210.70

2002

40.5

't25.6

173.2

435.3

r140.5

1,215.10

2003

40.0

126.0

173.2

436.4

443.4

1,219.00

2004

40.0

126.00

173.2

437.2

445.4

1,221.80

2005

40.8

125.8

'172.5

437.6

447.2

1,223.90

51.60

Source: Currency and Branch Operations Dept. CBN

2.2

What does this involve?

The CIJN aftcr a thorough
review recognized the need

for a

comp rehens ive

currency restructuring.
This was done in 2005 in
order to bring the structure
in line with international
best practice and enhance
the efficiency of payment
system. This involved the

enhancing their a cceptability. Furthermore, to
ensure the durability of the
banknotes, N5, N10, and
N50 are varnished while
N20 in polymcr substrate is
just being tested out in our
environment to see if it is
more durable than paper

notes have been reduced to
make their dispensation by

Automated Teller
Machines (ATMs), vending
machines easier as well as to

fit easily into wallets.

The

coins have also been

based notes. The new notes

redesigned. The categories
of coins redesigned are 50k
and N1. A new category the

are designed to withstand

l*2

prolonged usage and

0 has just been

of the lower

therefore minimize the need

introduced. The new coins
are lighter in weight and

denominations of N5, N 10,
N20 and N50 notes. The
redesign streamlined the
security features thereby

for replacement,

thus,

smaller in size, thus

in lower cost of
currency ma n aBement.
Moreover, the size of the

enhancing portability. The

redesign

resulting

redesigned coins will
enhance transactions of
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small value. In addition
pricing is likely to b" rno."
efficient. Presently, because
of the absence of coins,
businesses roundup prices
to the lowest currency note
unit. In addition, buyers
"lose" money because they

are not given their
appropriate "change" after
paying for goods and
services.
2.3

When do you undertake

restructuring?

that it can meet the printing

commercial banks.

needs of the CBN. The CBN

Recently, the CBN has

acquired the majority
shareholding (77%) in the

embarked on expanding its

NSPMC Plc in 2005 with the

aim of reversing the
fortunes of the company
and transforming it into a
competitive and profitable
firm. The expectation is
that, the NSPMC would be
able to meet the currency
and security documents

requirements of the
Nigerian economy in the
short term and those of

In

several jurisdictions,
currency restructuring

West and Central Africa in

takes place every five years

term. The primary target is
to end the importation of
Nigerian banknotes by the
end of this year. From
available information, we
are on course to achieving
that goal.

in order to be abreast of
developments in the
economy and reflect such
changes in the currency
composition.

3.0 Critical

the medium to the long-

success factors

Adequacy of supply
Ef fective

distribution

AwarenesS

To be successful in

the
reform endeavour, there is
need to ensure adequacy of

supply. Hence it became
important to revamp the
Nigerian Security Printing
and Minting (NSPM) Plc so

branch network to provide

such services. In addition
to having an even spread of
CBN presence across the
geopolitical zones of the
country, the new branches
were also a direct response
to the economic need as
measured by the number of
commercial bank branches
in a state. It is the hope of
the CBN management that

the branch expansion
programme will continue
until all the states of the
Federation are covered.

Going f orward, it is
expected that the currency

distribution function wili
be outsourced. In other
words, private sector
operators will provide this
servlce

Another critical

success

factor is distribution of the

currency to

di

ffer ent

locations in the country
where they are needed.

Basically, this is

a

transportation problem in
the context of operations
research. In practical terms,

this is undertaken by CBN
branches through the

Currency distribution,
however, has security
implications. The spate of
armed robbery attacks in
all parts of the country
poses a serious challenge
that requires the support of
the 1aw enf orcement
agencies. At present this is
inadequate. It is for that
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reason that the banks under
the auspicies of the Bankersl

You may be surprised that
some of Nigerians have
queried the rationale for reissuing some of the existing

Nigerians, the CBN is

arriers (APCs). Apart

new one. This view

from the high cost, of these
specialty products, they are
also not available off the
shelf. From the placement
of order to delivery it takes

underscores the enormity

performing its mandate of
achieving price stabiliry by
bringing down inflation,
which is now in single digit
(6.7% as at the end of
October, 2006). Coins are

of the

communication
issues that need to be
addressed. In response to
the above view, the

pa

time. As the security

objective of reintroducing
the new coins is that coins
are of low value. Secondly,
that as a result of inflation
that reduced the value of
the Naira, there has been
loss of confidence in coins.
In other words, coins can
not buy much. Thirdly,
some people opined that
coins are very heavy and
inconvenient to carry. At
the level ofbanks, there are

need

Committee, are venturing

into the acquisition of
rmoured P ersonnel

agencies acquire greater
capability and become
ore efficient, the exka

burden

of providing

ecurity

on banks will

coins and introducing

a

rt of the

payments

system and are usefu I

everywhere

for retail

transactions to obviate the

for "forced pur-

chases" of consumer items

as well as avoid the
rounding up of prices at
petrol stations, su per-

complaints of storage space

markets and other outlets.
The redesigned coins are
smaller in size and lighter
in weight and therefore
more convenient to carry
and use. Now people will
not have to forfeit their
change because of the
absence of coins. Besides,

reform
roBramme. The media
lays a crucial role in

and the cost of equipment
that will be required to

the coins add up. Little
drops of water make a

count and sort coins. On the

mighty ocean!

forming and reflecting

surface, these may appear
to be serious objections. But

The CBN embarks on

on deeper reflection, it

public education

should be appreciated that
the authorities had given
thought to the above issues
and are making efforts to

campa

uce.

0

Role of the Media

ublic awareness of

the

currency change process is
ery critical to the success

of the currencv

ublic opinion. The present

currency restructurinS
exercise is a fundamental
hange and it is hoped that

will devote space
nd airtime to currencv

the press
ues.

address them. With the

cooperation of all

igns when new

currencies are issued in
order to enhance public
recognition of the security
and desigrr features. The
features are intended to
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differentiate them from
counterfeits and thereby

cent in industrialised

enhance their acceptability.

Nigeria, given the size of the

In addition, the Bank also
mounts campaigns to
educate the public on the

informal sector in Nigeria.

proper ways of handling the
naira notes to enhance the

countries and 97 per cent in

There are those who believe

that transactions in cash
provides anonymity, is
convenient and avoids debt.

quality of notes in

Because cash is popular in

circulation. This is not only
for aesthetic reasons but
also to reduce the need for

our jurisdiction, it is likely
to remain with us for quite
sometimes. From now on,

repl acement

and

the

associated costs.

mme as the success of the
reform will depend largely
on the positive publicity the
program receives from the
Press. The management of
the CBN strongly believes
that journalists have a vital

role to play in disseminating accurate information about financial and
economic policy issues in
the most professional way.

can provide support in the

On our part we will
continue to provide the
media with information

therefore, we need to accept
coins. The electronic media

There are commentators
that have asked whether

form of discussions etc.,

as

necessary for it to discharge

their contribution

to

its responsibilities.

cash has a future in the face

enlightenment campaign.

of alternative payment
modes such as credit cards,

debit cards and so on. The
unequivocal answer is YES!
The use of cash is stable
even in industrial countries.
Indeed there are survevs

that show that preference
for cash is as high as 76 per

5.0

Concluding
Remarks

CBN

will

always

The

seeks

cooperation and positive
contributions of the media
in order to make currency

and other monetary /
The Press and

Financial

Correspondence Association of Nigeria (FICAN) are
major stakeholders in the
currency reform progra-

*.^tffiiffi*n"

\?

financial tra nsforma tion
p rogram mes change
beneficial to the Nigerian
people.

